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Abstract

Generating ambient sounds and effects is a challenging problem due to data scarcity
and often insufficient caption quality, making it difficult to employ large-scale gen-
erative models for the task. In this work, we tackle the problem by introducing two
new models. First, we propose AutoCap, a high-quality and efficient automatic
audio captioning model. We show that by leveraging metadata available with the
audio modality, we can substantially improve the quality of captions. AutoCap
reaches CIDEr score of 83.2, marking a 3.2% improvement from the best available
captioning model at four times faster inference speed. We then use AutoCap to cap-
tion clips from existing datasets, obtaining 761, 000 audio clips with high-quality
captions, forming the largest available audio-text dataset. Second, we propose
GenAu, a scalable transformer-based audio generation architecture that we scale
up to 1.25B parameters and train with our new dataset. When compared to state-
of-the-art audio generators, GenAu obtains significant improvements of 15.7%
in FAD score, 22.7% in IS, and 13.5% in CLAP score, indicating significantly
improved quality of generated audio compared to previous works. This shows that
the quality of data is often as important as its quantity. Besides, since AutoCap is
fully automatic, new audio samples can be added to the training dataset, unlocking
the training of even larger generative models for audio synthesis.

1 Introduction

Generative models have revolutionized the field of content creation, enabling the generation of
high-quality natural images [91, 94, 92, 87, 37], vivid videos [41, 110, 114, 89, 80], and intricate 3D
shapes [11, 98, 60]. The domain of audio synthesis has undergone comparable advancement [43, 42,
65, 124, 33, 95, 83, 125, 26, 67, 115, 35], with three broad areas of study. Speech synthesis is the
first, and probably the oldest problem in the domain, dating back to the eighteenth century [13, 117].
Modern text-to-speech synthesis adapts diffusion models used originally to synthesize images [50,
105, 34, 7]. The second domain is text-to-music synthesis, which has seen similar advances [2, 55,
68, 57, 88, 28, 84, 27, 133, 52, 132, 82]. The success in these two subdomains rests on two key
pillars: (i) the availability of high-quality large-scale datasets containing text-to-speech, text-to-music
data, and (ii) the development of scalable generative modeling methods [40, 100]. Indeed, there is an
abundance of recordings of public speeches, performances, and musical pieces.

The world of audio synthesis is incomplete without the third category—ambient audio generation [65,
66, 43, 42, 30, 53], which is the main focus of this work. Unlike, the first two groups, ambient sound
generation does not have a large corpus of accurately annotated samples readily available [46, 19]. It
is fairly straightforward to collect text-to-speech data, by transcribing existing speeches. For ambient
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sounds, the task is substantially more challenging. Consider imagining a sound of “a peaceful early
morning by the sea”, or the sound of “rocks falling on a wooden floor”. Going from an ambient
sound to a caption is even more challenging as different sounds can suit the same visual scene. This
is exploited in animation, where there are no real sounds to work with, and the entire sound scene is
created artificially. The second challenge of ambient sound synthesis is the lack of available data.
For visual modalities, such as images and videos [123, 81], huge datasets are collected from the
Internet, filtered, processed, and annotated. Often such media is accompanied by raw description and
metadata, which is used to train reliable automatic captioning models [9]. This is in contrast to the
audio modality, where data sourced from video platforms like YouTube is often heavily edited or
predominantly containing speech and music. Previous efforts to extract ambient sound clips from
YouTube have shown a near 99% rejection rate, making it impractical to compile a large-scale dataset.

In this work, we address the challenges of ambient sound synthesis from two sides. First, we introduce
AutoCap, an efficient and high-quality audio captioning model that leverages visual information to
reliably and automatically caption a large-scale dataset consisting of 761k audio clips. Second, we
propose GenAu, a latent audio generator, based on a scalable FIT-architecture [80, 8].

Current human-captioned audio datasets are limited, containing fewer than 51k text-audio pairs
in total. This significantly impacts the training of current captioning models, making them more
susceptible to overfitting and reducing their ability to generalize effectively. With this in mind, we
build AutoCap, a state-of-the-art Automatic Audio Captioner (AAC). First, we refine the commonly
used encoder-decoder transformer design based on a pretrained BART [58] model by introducing
a Q-Former [59] that learns to summarize the encoded audio tokens into four times fewer tokens.
By reducing the number of input tokens to the BART model, we speed up inference—an important
step towards large-scale audio captioning—and provide better alignment with the original BART
token representation due to the Q-Former additional capacity compared to simple projection layers
used in previous work [49]. Second, we propose to use metadata and captions derived from video
content to aid the captioning process and in this way, remedy the data scarcity problem affecting
audio captioning methods. Critically, we augment the encoder inputs to assume both audio features
and a set of descriptive textual metadata including audio title and a caption derived from the visual
modality. This dual-input approach not only allows our model to achieve state-of-the-art performance
on AudioCaps [46], marking a 3.2% improvement in CIDEr score, but it also helps reduce the
domain gap with in-the-wild audios, improving model robustness. Equipped with this method, we
obtain 761,000 audio clips from the major existing audio datasets and pair each audio sample with a
descriptive synthetic caption. More importantly, since AutoCap is fully automatic, new audio samples
can be easily added to the training set, paving the way to scaling the data beyond current constraints.

To adapt audio generative models for larger scale training, we introduce GenAu, a scalable transformer-
based architecture that achieves significant improvements over state-of-the-art audio generation
models. Our approach introduces key architectural modifications over existing audio latent diffusion
models [65, 43, 30, 42]. First, we train an efficient 1D-VAE [42] to transform a Mel-Spectrogram
representation to a sequence of tokens and search for the optimal latent space for audio generation.
Second, we recognize that audio grows fast temporally, and therefore, an efficient architecture that
can handle larger sequences of tokens is needed. In particular, we employ a transformer architecture
in the denoising backbone where we modify the FIT transformer [8] to generate audio in the latent
space. Lastly, we extend the proposed FIT architecture to incorporate text conditioning through a
dual encoder strategy. This involves an instruction-finetuned language model, FLAN-T5 [14], and
an audio-centric CLAP encoding [49]. This adaptation significantly improves the model’s overall
performance, achieving 15.7% better FAD, 22.7% higher Inception Score, and 13.5% improvement
in CLAP score, demonstrating superior audio-text alignment and audio generation quality.

In summary, this work introduces: (i) AutoCap, a state-of-the-art audio captioner tailored towards
the annotation of data at a large scale, which leverages audio metadata to improve accuracy and
robustness, and a Q-Former to improve inference time and reduce overfitting; (ii) a large-scale dataset
comprising 761k audio clips paired with synthetic captions derived from the proposed audio captioner
and constituting the largest audio-text dataset currently available; (iii) GenAu, a novel audio generator
based on a scalable transformer architecture specifically adapted to the audio domain. Our model
achieves significantly improved quality when compared to the previous state-of-the-art.
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2 Related Work

Automatic Audio Captioning (AAC). The goal of AAC is to produce natural language descriptions
for given audio content. Most recent AAC methods [16, 118, 96, 101, 44, 15, 54, 122, 130] employ
encoder-decoder transformer architectures, where an encoder receiving the audio signal produces
a representation that is used by the decoder to produce the output caption. WavCaps [77] employs
the CNN14 [51] and HTSAT [6] audio encoders and uses a pretrained BART [58] language decoder.
CoNeTTE [135] proposes an audio encoder based on the ConvNeXt architecture and uses a vanilla
transformer decoder [108] trained from scratch. Recently, EnCLAP [49] proposes the joint use of
two audio representations in the form of CLAP [21] sequence embeddings and a discrete EnCodec
[20] audio representation, and uses a pretrained BART model as the language backbone. Other
work explores augmentation strategies to counter data scarcity [47, 135, 127]. Liu et al.[70] recently
proposed to leverage the visual information using a pre-trained visual encoder to address sound
ambiguities, reporting improvements. BART-Tags [32] generates captions conditioned on a sequence
of predicted AudioSet tags. Our method uses audio metadata and visual information as additional
conditioning signals and leverages a lightweight Q-Former [59] model that summarizes the audio
feature to improve captioning speed and reduce model overfitting.

Text-Audio Datasets. The performance of text-audio models [134, 61, 17, 73, 18, 99, 22, 72, 102,
31, 12, 129], including AAC, is currently hindered by the lack of high-quality large-scale paired
audio text data. The two main existing datasets are AudioCaps [46] and Clotho [19], comprising only
46k and 6k respectively of human-captioned audio clips. LAION-Audio [119] consists of 630k audio
samples with raw descriptions, but annotation is highly noisy. WavCaps [77] proposes a filtering
procedure based on ChatGPT [1] to collect 400k audio clips and weakly caption them based on the
noisy descriptions alone. While weak-captioning does improve downstream metrics, it is suboptimal
because it does not consider the audio signal. A recent work [43] explored a knowledge distillation
approach that leverages data labels and a pre-trained audio captioner and retriever. In our work we
collect 761k audio clips and produce captions using our state-of-the-art captioning method, resulting
in a larger dataset with captions that are more aligned to the audio content.

Text-conditioned audio generation. The current state-of-the-art text-to-audio generation methods
widely adopt diffusion models [126, 53, 65, 66, 42, 30, 25, 111, 53]. AudioLDM [65] makes use
of a latent diffusion model conditioned on CLAP embeddings, avoiding the need for the textual
modality at training time. AudioLDM 2 [66] introduces a general representation of audio unifying
the tasks of music, speech, and sound effects generation. Similarly, Audiobox [111] generates audio
across different modalities such as speech and sound effects. StableAudio [25] introduces timing
embeddings to allow the generation of long audios up to 95s. Recent work also explored controllable
audio generation [97, 121, 79, 85, 131, 62, 64], visual-conditioned audio generation [116, 78, 112],
and more recently join audio-video generation [103, 104, 120, 38, 106, 107, 4, 48, 113, 75, 10].
In this work, we show that improvements to data captioning quality and size, and the adoption of
scalable architecture designs lead to state-of-the-art text-to-audio generation performance.

3 Method

In this section, we describe our approach to high-quality text-to-audio generation. Sec. 3.1 describes
our method for producing accurate audio captions using our AutoCap model, Sec. 3.2 describes
our strategy for building our large-scale captioned audio dataset, including data selection and re-
captioning, lastly Sec. 3.3 describes our scalable audio generation architecture for our GenAu model.

3.1 Automatic Audio Captioning

The availability of textual descriptions that are highly aligned with the modality to be generated,
coupled with large-scale datasets is of critical importance in achieving high-quality generation results
[3]. In this context, automatic image and video captioning have been successfully employed to
improve text-to-image and text-to-video models by augmenting and improving the quality of the
training data for these models [3, 9]. Despite the large quantity of available non-captioned audio data,
current state-of-the-art Automatic Audio Captioning (AAC) methods have not been used to improve
the quality of the training data of text-to-audio models [77, 135, 49]. We posit that this is in part due to
the lower quality of the produced captions for existing models compared to similar models available
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Figure 1: (Left) Overview of AutoCap. We employ frozen CLAP [49] and HTSAT [6] encoders to
produce the audio representation. We then compact this representation into 4x fewer tokens using a
Q-Former [59] module. This representation, along with tokens derived from pertinent metadata, is
processed by a pretrained BART encoder-decoder model to generate the final caption.
(Right) Overview of GenAu. Following latent diffusion models, we use a frozen 1D-VAE to convert
a Mel-Spectrogram into latent sequences, which are then divided into groups and processed using
‘local’ attention layers based on the FIT architecture [8]. ‘Read’ and ‘write’ layers, implemented
as cross-attention, facilitate information transfer between input latents and learnable latent tokens.
Finally, ‘global’ attention layers on latent tokens allow for global communication across all groups.

for other modalities. AAC methods have generally adopted an encoder-decoder transformer design,
where an audio encoder (e.g. [20, 51, 6]) is responsible for producing an output representation that
can be taken as input by a decoder model to produce an output audio caption. While audio-text pairs
are difficult to obtain from web data, audio files from many sources are still commonly associated
with metadata that might be relevant for captioning such as raw user descriptions, or captions derived
from a related modality (i.e. accompanied visual information). Motivated by this observation and
the benefits of better-aligned captions, we propose AutoCap, an audio captioning model where the
encoded audio representation is augmented with metadata. Fig. 1 presents an overview of AutoCap.

We consider a dataset of audio signals paired with a corresponding caption ⟨a,y⟩ and metadata
represented as a set of token sequences {mj}j=M

j=1 . Inspired by state-of-the-art AAC methods [77,
135, 49], we employ an encoder-decoder sequence-to-sequence model. We start by computing a
global feature representation of the audio:

xclap = Pclap(Eclap(a)), (1)
where Pclap is a learnable projection layer and Eclap is the audio encoder of a pretrained CLAP
model [21]. Then we compute a separate local feature representation of the input audio:

xaudio = Q(Ea(a)), (2)
where Q is a Q-Former [59] that outputs a compact sequence audio representation and Ea is the
HTSAT [6] audio encoder that produces a time-aligned representation. The Q-Former efficiently
learns 256 latent tokens, which serve as keys in cross-attention layers with the input features, thereby
condensing the audio input features into 256 tokens. Metadata sequences mi are then embedded using
the embedding layer of the pretrained encoder-decoder model to obtain corresponding embedding
sequences xmetai . We represent the input audio and metadata as the following input sequence:

x = xclap [boa] xaudio [eoa] [bom]1 xmeta1 [bom]1 ... [bom]M xmetaM [bom]M , (3)

where [boa][eoa] represent beginning and end of audio sequence embeddings xaudio, and
[bom]i, [bom]i represent beginning and end of metadata embeddings xmetai . Then this input sequence
is used to obtain an output predicted caption ŷ as follows:

ŷ = Dt(Et(x)), (4)
where Et is an audio encoder that produces a representation of the input signal x which is fed to the
decoder Dt. We adopt a pretrained BART transformer model [58] as our encoder-decoder. Finally,
we train our model using a standard cross-entropy loss over next token predictions:

LCE = − 1

T

t=T∑
t=1

log p(yt|y1:t−1,x). (5)
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Table 1: Overview of the employed dataset sources and audio clips counts for each of them.

Data Source Num. of pairs
AudioSet 339,387
VGGSounds 126,905
Freesounds 262,300
BBC Sound Effects 31,201
SoundBible 1,320

Our dataset 761,113

To avoid degrading the quality of the pretrained BART and audio encoder models, we adopt a
two-stage training procedure. In Stage 1, both the audio encoders and BART model are kept frozen,
thus allowing the Q-Former, projection layers, and newly introduced delimiter tokens to align to
the existing BART input representation. In this stage, we pretrain the model using a larger dataset
of weakly-labeled audio clips. In Stage 2, we unfreeze all BART model parameters apart from the
embedding layer and finetune the model on Audiocaps dataset at a lower learning rate to make the
captioning style align more closely to the target dataset. This training strategy effectively leverages
the larger, weakly-labeled dataset while minimizing the knowledge drift in the pretrained BART.

3.2 Data Selection and Re-captioning

Generative models in the image and video domains have shown benefits from increased quantities of
data and improved quality of captions. In the audio domain, however, the major human-annotated
audio-text datasets, namely AudioCaps [46] and Clotho [19], comprise a total of only 51k audio clips
combined. Leveraging our trained AutoCap model, we aim to significantly expand the number of
such videos by pairing them with high-quality synthetic captions.

We start dataset construction by selecting the AudioSet [29] and VGG-Sound [5] datasets as ideal
candidates for re-captioning as each audio clip is derived from a video with an associated title and
description. Additionally, since these datasets were constructed to be audio-oriented, they tend to
have good alignment between the visual and audio components. To enrich the metadata information,
we consider captions derived from the video modality using the video captioning method of Chen et
al. [9]). In addition, we filter AudioSet to exclude content labeled as ‘music’ and ‘speech’ as we
are more interested in the generation of audio effects. We sample 10-second audio clips randomly
from each selected video. Furthermore, we select Freesound, BBC Sound Effects, and SoundBible
as additional data sources. We input their associated title to the audio captioning model and leave
the additional video caption metadata empty as no video modality is present. Tab. 1 summarizes the
data sources employed to build our dataset. In total we collect and re-caption 761,000 audio clips,
forming the largest available dataset of audio with paired captions.

We report in Tab. 2 a comparison of our collected dataset with the most popular audio text datasets.
Our dataset possesses the largest number of audio clips and the longest total duration. Unlike
WavCaps, whose captions are produced using the raw data and without considering the audio
modality, our dataset is captioned by leveraging additional metadata derived from the video modality
while maintaining an audio-centric approach. Compared to LAION-Audio-630k, the largest available
dataset in terms of text-audio pairs, we offer an increased number of audio clips and more than double
the total duration. Moreover, our dataset presents higher quality captions compared to LAION-Audio
captions which are directly acquired from the raw data and thus present a high level of noise.

3.3 Scalable Text-2-Audio Generation

We design our audio generation pipeline, GenAu, as a latent diffusion model. Fig. 1 (right) shows an
overview of our proposed model. In the following section, we describe in detail the structure of our
latent variational autoencoder (VAE) and the latent diffusion model.

Latent VAE. Directly modeling waveform audio data is complex due to the high data dimensionality
of audio signals. Instead, we replace the waveform with a Mel-spectrogram representation and use
a VAE to further reduce its dimensionality, following prior work [79, 43]. We note that the once
generated, a Mel-spectrogram representation can be decoded back to a waveform through the use
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Table 2: Comparative overview of the main audio-language datasets.

Dataset # Text-Audio Pairs Duration (h) Text source

AudioCaps 52,904 144.94 Human
Clotho 5,929 37.00 Human
MACS 3,537 9.83 Human
WavText5K 4,072 23.20 Online raw-data
SoundDescs 32,979 1,060.4 Online raw-data
LAION-Audio-630K 633,526 4,325.39 Online raw-data
WavCaps 403,050 7,567.92 Processed raw-data

Ours 761,113 8,763.12 Automatic re-captioning

of an audio vocoder [50]. However, commonly-used 2D autoencoder designs [65, 66, 79], are not
well suited to the Mel-spectrogram representation, as the separation between the Mel channels is
non-linear and thus not well suited for 2D convolutions. We instead opt for a 1D-VAE design based
on 1D convolutions similar to a recent work [42], with the additional benefit of a more compact audio
representation. We train our 1D-VAE model using a combination of reconstruction, adversarial, and
KL regularization losses following [23].

Latent diffusion model. Following the latent diffusion paradigm, we generate audio by training
a diffusion model in the latent space of the 1D-VAE. Transformer models currently attain state-of-
the-art performance in audio generation [42]. To improve model scalability, we propose to use an
efficient transformer architecture due to its success in handling long-range interactions as in video
generation [8, 80]. In particular, we adopt the FIT architecture of Menapace et al. [80] which was
originally proposed to work in the pixel space, and revise it for the latent space of the audio modality.

Given a 1D input x, we first apply a projection operation to produce a sequence of input patch tokens.
We then apply a sequence of FIT blocks to the input patches where each block divides patch tokens
into contiguous groups of a predefined size. A set of local self-attention layers are then applied
separately to each group to avoid the quadratic computational complexity of attention computation.
Differently from the video domain [80] where the high input dimensionality makes the local layers
excessively expensive, we found them to be beneficial for audio generation. To further reduce the
amount of computation while maintain long-range interaction, each block considers a small set of
latent tokens. First, a read operation implemented as a cross-attention layer transfers information
from the patches to the latent tokens. Later, a series of global self-attention operations are applied to
the latent tokens, allowing information-sharing between different groups. Finally, a write operation
implemented as a cross-attention layer transfers information from the latent tokens back to the patches.
Due to the reduced number of latent tokens when performing the global self-attention, computational
requirements of the model are reduced with respect to a vanilla transformer design [108].

To condition the generation on an input prompt, we use a pretrained FLAN-T5 model [14] and
a CLAP [21] text encoder to produce the their respective embeddings eFLAN and eCLAP, which
we concatenate with the diffusion timestep t to form the input conditioning signal c. We insert an
additional cross attention operation inside each FIT block immediately before the ‘read’ operation
that makes latent tokens attend to the conditioning. Moreover, we use a conditioning on dataset ID to
adapt the generation style to different types of datasets.

We follow a standard linear noise scheduler and train the model using the epsilon diffusion objective:

L = Et,x,ϵ

∥∥G(xt, c)− ϵ
∥∥2
2
, (6)

where G is the FIT generator backbone, xt is the input with applied noise at diffusion timestep t, and
ϵ is noise sampled in N(0, 1) with the same shape as the input.

4 Experiments

We structure the experiments section as follows: Sec. 4.1 evaluates AutoCap by quantitatively
comparing it to previous work. Sec. 4.2 demonstrates the capabilities of GenAu through quantitative
comparisons. For both, we discuss training details, baselines, metrics, results, and ablations.
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Table 3: Captioning evaluation results on AudioCaps test split for various models. AS: AudioSet,
AC: AudioCaps, WC: WavCaps, CL: Clotho, MA: Multi-Annotator Captioned Soundscapes.

Model Pretraining Data BLEU1 BLEU4 ROUGEL METEOR CIDEr SPICE SPIDEr

ACT [76] AS 64.7 25.2 46.8 22.2 67.9 16.0 42.0
V-ACT [71] - 69.8 28.1 49.4 23.7 71.1 17.2 44.2
BART-tags [32] AS 69.9 26.6 49.3 24.1 75.3 17.6 46.5
AL-MixGEN [47] - 70.0 28.9 50.2 24.2 76.9 18.1 47.5
ENCLAP-Large [49] - - - - 25.5 80.2 18.8 49.5
HTSAT-BART [122] - 67.5 27.2 48.3 23.7 72.1 16.9 44.5
HTSAT-BART [122] AC+CL+WC 70.7 28.3 50.7 25.0 78.7 18.2 48.5
CNext-trans [135] - - - - - - - 46.6
CNext-trans [135] AC+CL+MA+WC - - - 25.2 80.6 18.4 49.5

AutoCap (audio) AC 70.0 28.0 51.7 24.6 77.3 18.2 47.8
AutoCap (audio+text) AC 72.1 28.6 51.5 25.6 80.0 18.8 49.4
AutoCap (audio) AC+CL+WC 73.1 28.1 52.0 25.6 80.4 19.0 49.7
AutoCap (audio+text) AC+CL+WC 72.3 29.7 51.8 25.3 83.2 18.2 50.7

4.1 Automatic Audio Captioning

Training dataset and details. We train our captioning model in two stages. During stage 1, we
pretrain on a large weakly labeled dataset of 634,208 audio clips, constructed from AudioSet [29],
Freesound, BBC Sound Effects, SoundBible, AudioCaps [46], and Clotho [19] datasets. We use
the ground truth captions from AudioCaps and Clotho dataset, WavCaps captions for Freesound,
SoundBible, and BBC Sound Effects, and handcrafted captions through a template leveraging the
provided ground truth class labels for AudioSet. We use the title provided with each clip, and
pre-compute video captions using a pretrained Panda70M model [9] for the clips that are associated
with video modality and pass an empty string otherwise. We pretrain the model for 20 epochs with a
learning rate of 1e-4. We keep the audio encoder and pretrained BART frozen during this stage. In
Stage 2, we fine-tune the model for 20 epochs only on AudioCaps using a learning rate of 1e-5. We
randomly sample 10-second clips at 32KHz for all of our captioning experiments.

Baselines. We compare with ACT [76], V-ACT [71], BART-tags [32], AL-MixGEN [47], EN-
CLAP [49], HTSAT-BART [122] and CNext-trans [135]. Among these baselines, ENCLAP and
CNext-trans achieve the best performance. ENCLAP benefits from a stronger audio encoder and the
use of a CLAP representation for additional guidance. CNext-trans trains a lightweight transformer
instead of fine-tuning a pretrained language model to reduce overfitting.

Metrics and evaluation. We report results using the the established BLEU1 [86], BLEU2 [86],
ROUGE [63], Meteor [56], CIDEr [109], and SPIDEr [69] metrics. We evaluate our method on the
AudioCaps test split using the last checkpoint. We use only 876 clips as some videos were deleted
since the original data release. We follow the same evaluation pipeline as baselines and include their
reported results. Results that were not provided in these publications are excluded from our analysis.

Table 4: Captioning ablation study on AudioCaps evaluating key captioning model components.

Model METEOR ↑ CIDEr ↑ SPICE ↑ SPIDEr ↑

Ours 25.3 83.2 18.2 50.7
- w/o CLAP 25.3 80.7 18.4 49.6
- w/o Stage 2 24.2 75.6 17.3 46.5
- w/o Stage 1 22.6 59.6 15.4 37.5
- Unfreeze Word Embedding 22.5 82.6 18.1 50.4

Results. In Tab. 3 we report the quantitative comparison. Our method outperforms previous methods
on all metrics, achieving notable improvements in the CIDEr and BLUE1 scores, with values of 83.2
and 73.1, respectively. We found that incorporating metadata significantly enhances the CIDEr scores
but slightly reduces the SPICE scores. This trade-off likely results from the enhanced descriptive detail
brought by the metadata, which, while enriching the content, introduces noise that may compromise
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Table 5: GenAu results on AudioCaps test split.

Model Prams FD ↓ IS ↑ FAD ↓ CLAPLAION ↑ CLAPMS ↑

GroundTruth - - - - 0.251 0.671
AudioLDM-L [65] 739M 37.89 7.14 5.86 - 0.429
AudioLDM 2-L [66] 712M 32.50 8.54 5.11 0.212 0.621
TANGO [30] 866M 26.13 8.23 1.87 0.185 0.597
TANGO 2 [74] 866M 19.77 8.45 2.74 0.264 0.590
Make-An-Audio [43] 453M 27.93 7.44 2.59 0.207 0.621
Make-An-Audio 2 [42] 937M 15.34 9.58 1.27 0.251 0.645

GenAu-Small 493M 15.54 11.10 1.07 0.271 0.674
GenAu-Large 1.25B 16.51 11.75 1.21 0.285 0.668

Table 6: GenAu ablation results on AudioCaps. Training is performed on AudioCaps only, or on our
full dataset with or without AutoCap re-captioning.

Model Training Data Re-Captioning FD ↓ FAD ↓ IS ↑

GenAu-Small AC N/A 15.96 1.21 9.55
GenAu-Large AC N/A 16.89 1.51 10.25
GenAu-Small Full 17.02 1.85 10.52
GenAu-U-Net Full ✓ 25.57 1.98 9.54

GenAu-Small Full ✓ 15.54 1.07 11.10
GenAu-Large Full ✓ 16.51 1.21 11.75

the model’s semantic precision. In addition, AudioCaps is labeled based on audio information alone,
thus evaluation penalizes the description of information that can not be deduced with certainty from
the audio modality only, such as the specific type of object producing a rustling sound. Compared
to ENCLAP-Large [49], and CoNeTTE (CNext-trans) [135], we find the captions produced by our
method to be more descriptive and precise with a better temporal understanding. ENCLAP-Large
often misses important details and exhibits lower temporal accuracy. CNext-trans, while accurate,
often produces short captions that lack details. We include qualitative comparisons in the project
Website. Moreover, AutoCap is four times faster than ENCALP, producing a caption for a 10-second
clip in 0.28 seconds, compared to ENCALP which takes 1.12 seconds. Furthermore, we observe
consistent improvements when pretraining on a large scale of weakly-labeled data during first stage,
validating the effectiveness of our training strategy in benefiting from a larger, weakly-labeled dataset.

Ablations. In Tab. 4, we ablate model design choices. We observe the use of the CLAP embedding
to bring a 2.5 points increase in the CIDEr score. We also validate that when not performing Stage 2
training, which involves finetuning of the BART [58] model, performance degrades on all metrics, a
finding we attribute to the necessity of adapting BART’s decoder to the sentence structure typical of
AudioCaps. A more severe degradation in performance is observed if Stage 1 is not performed, with
the misaligned representation between the encoder and the decoder causing catastrophic forgetting in
the language model. Finally, if BART word embeddings are finetuned in Stage 2 instead of being
kept frozen, we observe a slight performance degradation.

4.2 Text-2-Audio Generation

Training dataset and details. We use our best-performing captioning model to re-caption the
WavCaps dataset. In addition, we obtain 339,387 videos from AudioSet and 126,905 videos from
VGGSounds, totaling 761,113 clips. For those obtained from sound-only platforms, we input an
empty string as the video caption. For full details of the data sources of our training dataset, please
refer to Tab. 1. We additionally use Clotho and AudioCaps training datasets with their ground truth
caption. To stay consistent with baselines, we train at 16kHz resolution. We use a patch size of 1 and
a group size of 32. We use LAMB optimizer [128] with a LR of 5e-3. We train for 220k steps and
choose the checkpoint with the highest IS, at step 210k and 207k for the large and small model.
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Baselines. We compare with TANGO 1 & 2, [30], AudioLDM 1 & 2 [65, 66], and Make-An-Audio
1 & 2 [43, 42]. Both AudioLDM and Make-an-Audio train a UNet-based latent diffusion models
[92] on Mel-Spectrogram representation of the audio, by regarding the Mel-Spectrogram as a single
channel image, and use a pretrained CLAP encoder to condition the generation on an input prompt.
TANGO proposed to use FLAN-T5 [14] as the text encoder and reported significant improvements.
AudioLDM-2 and Make-an-Audio-2 proposed to use a dual encoder strategy of a T5 [90] and CLAP
encoder. AudioLDM-2 focused on extending the generation and conditioning to various domains.
Specifically, they use language of audio (LOA) to condition the generation on images, audio, or
transcripts and train their model for music and speech generation. Make-an-Audio-2 proposes to
use a 1D VAE representation and employ a feed-forward Transformer-based model to replace the
UNet. Recently, Tango-2 proposed to use instruction fine-tuning on a synthetic dataset to enhance the
temporal understanding. In our experiments, we focus on text-conditioned natural audio generation
and generate 10s clips at a resolution of 16Khz. We only provide a qualitative comparison with
StableAudio [25] in the project webpage since it reports different metrics without any checkpoints.

Metrics. We compare the performance of our method with baselines using the standard Frechet
Distance (FD), Inception score (IS), and CLAP score on Audioset test dataset, containing 964 samples.
These metrics use pretrain PANNs [51] model features. Some prior work also reported the Frechet
Distance results using the VGGish network [39], denoted as (FAD) [45]. Additionally, to compute
the CLAP score, some prior work [66] used CLAP from LAION [119], while others [74, 43, 42]
used CLAP from Microsoft [21]. To avoid confusion, we report both metrics and denote them as
CLAPLAION and CLAPMS , respectively. We follow the same evaluation protocols of AudioLDM
[65] and use the AudioLDM evaluation package to compute the metrics. Due to inconsistencies in
evaluation pipelines and varying results for the same baselines reported in different studies, we have
chosen to recompute all metrics using the official checkpoints to ensure consistent comparisons.

Results. In Tab. 5, we report evaluation results. Our method achieves superior performance compared
to the state-of-the-art methods in terms of IS, FAD, and CLAPLAION scores, marking an improve-
ment of 22.7%, 15.7%, and 13.5%, respectively. This shows that GenAu can produce high audio
quality and achieve better semantic alignment with the conditioning text. We also find that, while the
smaller model can learn the target distribution better, as noted by a lower FD and FAD score, the
larger model achieves better IS and CLAPLAION , indicating that more scaling to the audio generator
might result in even more enhancement of the audio quality and its alignment with the input prompt.

Ablations. We evaluate our main method variations in Tab. 6. We first test the effect of scaling
up the dataset size. When compared with training the small model on AC only, we observe that
training the small model on the full dataset without re-captioning produces improvements in IS but
degrades both FD and FAD. Instead, when training on the full dataset after re-captioning, we notice
consistent and significant improvements on all metrics for both the small and large models. This
demonstrates that scaling data introduces significant improvements, but only if the annotation quality
is adequately curated. Second, scaling up the model size gives noticeable improvements, especially
in audio quality whether the model was trained on the full dataset or only AC. Finally, we compare
our small model against a U-Net [93] baseline at a similar computational complexity. We notice
significant improvements across all metrics enabled by our scalable transformer architecture.

5 Conclusion

We take a holistic approach to improving the quality of existing audio generators. starting by address-
ing the scarcity of large-scale captioned audio datasets, we build a state-of-the-art audio captioning
method, AutoCap, which leverages audio metadata to collect a dataset of 761, 000 annotated audio
clips. We then built a latent diffusion model based on a scalable transformer architecture which we
train on our re-captioned dataset to obtain AutoCap, a state-of-the-art model for audio generation.
Our approach not only enhances audio generation but also broadens potential applications. Since
AutoCap is fully automated, it can be used to obtain an audio dataset that order of magnitudes larger
than the current available ones. Additionally, since AutoCap could be used for captioning current
video datasets, it enables novel applications text-to-audio-video joint generation, a more natural
and desired choice of video generation. Moreover, our scalable audio generator, GenAu, could be
extended to other domains such as speech and music.
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A Limitations.

Audio captioning. Sounds emitted by different objects may be remarkably similar (i.e. a waterfall
and heavy rain, or a can and a motorcycle engine). In these situations, if metadata does not have
sufficient information, the audio captioning model may not be able to correctly disambiguate sounds.
In addition, we find the model may not capture accurately time dependencies between different
sounds in the audio and correctly disentangle foreground from background sounds. Additionally,
since our captioning model is only finetuned on AudioCap, and Audicaps has a limited vocabulary
(less than 1000 words), our model also tends to produce repetitive words and captions.

Audio generation. As we train the model to generate natural sound effects, our audio generation
model underperforms in more specific domains where more targeted models might excel such as in
music generation or text-to-speech synthesis. Additionally, even though we train on a large dataset,
the vocabulary of the paired texts is limited making the model struggle to generate accurate audio for
long and descriptive prompts.

B Training Details

We train our audio generation model using the LAMB optimizer with a learning rate of 0.005 using a
cosine schedule, a weight decay of 0.1 and a dropout factor of 0.1. For the small model we train for
100k steps using a batch size of 512. For the large model variant, we train for 50k steps using a batch
size of 960. For the last steps of model training, rather than training on the full dataset, we fintune it
on AudioCaps only as it constitutes the dataset with captions of highest quality.

C Additional Evaluation

In this section, we present additional evaluation details and results which are complemented by our
Website.

C.1 Evaluation details

While the established practice in the evaluation of audio captioning methods is to report the results
on the test set using the checkpoint that performs best on the validation subset, prior work [135, 49]
reported high instability of the metrics on the validation subset and weak correlation between the
validation and test performance, making the model’s results vary significantly for different seeds. To
alleviate this, ENCLAP [49] selects around five best performing validation checkpoints and report
their best results on the test set. CNext-trans [135] uses FENSE score to pick the best validation
checkpoint. Our model, thanks to the two-stage training paradigm, significantly reduces this instability
and we observe steady performance gains as training progresses. Therefore, we report the results at
convergence, specifically after 20 epochs.

C.2 Additional Captioning Evaluation

In Tab. 7 we show qualitative results of the captions produced by our method and compare it with
state-of-the-art AAC methods. See the Website for qualitative results accompanied by the original
audio. While ENCLAP [49] and CoNeTTE [135] tend to produce shord captions, our method
produces the most descriptive captions, capturing the most amount of elements from the ground truth,
an important capability to allow high-quality audio generation [3].

C.3 Additional Audio Generation Evaluation

In this section, we report additional evaluation results and ablations on the task of audio generation.

In Tab. 8, we evaluate fundamental architectural choices in the design of our scalable FIT model.
When removing either the Flan-T5 or CLAP encodings, we notice a steady reduction in all metrics.
When increasing the number of latent tokens we also notice a steady improvement in performance
as more compute is allocated to the model. Similarly, increasing the patch size to 2 results in a
performance decrease under all metrics due to the reduced amount of allocated computation.
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Table 7: Qualitative comparison of captioning results on the AudioCaps dataset. See the Website for
qualitative results accompanied by the respective audio.

Method Caption

Ground Truth A man talking as ocean waves trickle and splash while wind blows into a microphone
Ours A man speaks as wind blows and water splashes
CoNeTTE [135] A man is speaking and wind is blowing
ENCLAP [49] A man is speaking and wind is blowing

Ground Truth An adult male speaks, birds chirp in the background, and many insects are buzzing
Ours Birds chirp in the distance, followed by a man speaking nearby, after which insects buzz

nearby
CoNeTTE [135] A man speaking with birds chirping in the background.
ENCLAP [49] Birds are chirping and a man speaks

Ground Truth A telephone dialing tone followed by a plastic switch flipping on and off
Ours A telephone dialing followed by a series of plastic clicking then plastic clanking before

plastic thumps on a surface
CoNeTTE [135] A telephone ringing followed by a beep.
ENCLAP [49] A telephone dialing followed by a series of electronic beeps

Ground Truth A running train and then a train whistle
Ours A train moves getting closer and a horn is triggered
CoNeTTE [135] A train horn blows and a steam whistle is blowing
ENCLAP [49] A train running on railroad tracks followed by a train horn blowing as wind blows into a

microphone

Ground Truth A child is speaking followed by a door moving
Ours A child speaks followed by a loud crash and a scream
CoNeTTE [135] A woman speaking followed by a door opening and closing.
ENCLAP [49] A young girl speaks followed by a loud bang

Ground Truth Water splashing as a baby is laughing and birds chirp in the background
Ours A baby laughs and splashes, and an adult female speaks
CoNeTTE [135] A baby is laughing and people are talking.
ENCLAP [49] A baby laughs and splashes in water

Ground Truth Leaves rustling in the wind with dogs barking and birds chirping
Ours Birds chirp in the distance, and then a dog barks nearby
CoNeTTE [135] A dog is barking and a person is walking.
ENCLAP [49] Birds chirp and a dog barks

Ground Truth Tapping followed by water spraying and more tapping
Ours Some light rustling followed by a clank then water pouring
CoNeTTE [135] A toilet is flushed and water is running.
ENCLAP [49] A faucet is turned on and runs

In Tab. 9, we ablate the 1D-VAE bottleneck size in terms of reconstruction loss and performance of
a subsequently trained latent audio diffusion model, in terms of FAD, FD and IS. Similarly to the
phenomenon observed in the image and video generation domain [36, 24], we observe that larger
number of channels allocated to the latent space result in lower reconstruction losses, but make the
latent space more complex, hindering generation quality. We adopt 64 1D-VAE channels for all our
experiments.

D Computational resources

We train our models on A100 80GB GPUs. Our capioning model is trained 9 hours on 8 A100 80GB
GPUs. Our largest audio generation model is trained for 48h on 48 A100 80GB GPUs.
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Table 8: Ablation of different FIT architectural variations in terms of patch size number of latent
tokens and adopted text encoders on the AudioCaps dataset.

Tokens Patch size FLAN-T5 CLAP FD ↓ FAD ↓ IS ↑

256 1 ✓ ✓ 16.45 1.29 10.26

256 1 ✓ 17.41 1.39 10.0
256 1 ✓ 20.47 1.86 8.89

384 1 ✓ 17.41 1.39 10.0
192 1 ✓ 18.0.1 2.01 8.91
128 1 ✓ 25.56 1.77 7.49

256 2 ✓ ✓ 18.53 1.70 9.0

Table 9: Ablation of different 1D-VAE designs on audio generation on the AudioCaps dataset.

Channels Recon. loss FAD ↓ FD ↓ IS ↑

64 0.159 1.29 16.45 10.26
128 0.107 1.43 16.78 10.11
256 0.064 1.80 18.63 9.43
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